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WELCOME TO THE EDGE, CHOOMBAH...
The year is 2036. The place is Night City, a bustling
metropolis in the Free State of Northern California. You can
get anything in Night City, if you can afford it.
It’s been 30 years since the collapse of the United States as
we know it into enclaves of corporate and criminal power. It’s
been 14 years since the last Corporate War, and the world
economy is still reeling from the hit.
But every year, on Night City’s Northside, there’s a truce and
a party, celebrating the death of the dream of that was Night
City decades ago. It’s called Night’s Wake, and held in the
Carter Street Market.

INTRODUCTION
WHAT IS CYBERPUNK:
NIGHT CITY?
Cyberpunk: Night City is a blockbuster LARP (live
action role playing) experience, set in the classic
tabletop roleplaying game setting of Cyberpunk
2020. The event takes place during a block party
in Night City’s Northside called Night’s Wake, a
counter to the more official celebrations of Night
City’s founding. It commemorates the death of
Richard Night, the founder of the city. The party is
a hot spot for music, art and deal-making taking
advantage of the one-night truce.
The game combines consent-based and
collaborative storytelling in the main game areas,
with optional missions that involve physical and
mental challenges players can choose to engage
in.

COLLABORATIVE STORYTELLING FULL IMMERSION
Cyberpunk: Night City strives to create an
immersive environment that makes you feel like
you really are in an urban cyberpunk cityscape.
We try to create a full illusion in the playspace,
and we ask you do the same. You will be able to
talk, interact and speak in character the whole
The consent-based rules allow you to control your time you are there, and we want to provide
character’s journey, and rely on you negotiating
hours of unbroken high-quality role-playing
and creating a great story with your fellow
experiences.
players. All these concepts will be workshopped
before the event.
The collaborative style of play we use emphasizes
story, positive steering using OOC knowledge
and having an awesome intense in-character
experience through out-of-character community
and trust.

Feel free to share your character’s secrets, plan
scenes and otherwise engage with other players.
Try to create the most drama, impact and fun you
can for everyone involved.

RULES LIGHT

The rules of Cyberpunk: Night City are extremely
lightweight and easy to understand. There are no
health levels or skill checks. And most challenges
are presented as actual physical or mental
challenges, to create an immersive experience
with minimal rules.

EXPECTATIONS
Every game starts with expectations. What should
you expect to do, what you should bring and
what behavior are you expected to show?

WHAT TO BRING
Clothes and Costuming
Players are expected to show up in costuming.
We hope you go as far as you can in helping
us create the illusion of Night City. Cyberpunk
2020 is a classic 1980s style cyberpunk world,
with leather jackets, punk hairstyles and flashy
cyberwear. Go all out and have fun.
Keep in mind that the game will be played in
Texas in May. While the facility has fans and air
conditioning, and we will be playing at night, it is
a good idea to dress in layers or to have a lighter
costume available.

Food and Drink
Water, flavored drinks, snacks and noodle bowls
will be available at the site. Water and a limited
number of food and drink items per person will
be provided free of charge. If you have special

dietary needs, our ability to accommodate may
be limited so please ask the staff. Vegetarian
options will be available. You are welcome to
bring your own food or eat before the game
sessions if you have special dietary requirements.

Knowledge
An in-depth knowledge of Cyberpunk 2020 is not
required to play, so don’t be intimidated by the
background material available. But please come
with a basic knowledge of the Cyberpunk genre.
Everything you need to know is in this guide, but
there is some recommended reading later int his
guide that will help guide you if you want to read
more about the Cyberpunk universe.

ACCESSIBILITY
Our site is wheelchair accessible, and seating
will be provided. A fog machine, flashing lights
and loud noises will be present at the site.
Please make the staff aware of any allergies and
other safety issues that may affect you ability to
participate.

If you have any questions or concerns about
accessibility, please contact us by emailing the
team at info@jackalope-larp.com, contacting
us our Discord server, or approaching us at the
event. We are dedicated to making an enjoyable
event for as many people as possible.

Sexuality and Gender
We want the players of Cyberpunk: Night City to
play out the gender and sexuality that they wish
to. If a character has an explicit sexual preference
or gender that you do not wish to embody,
contact the staff and we will modify or reassign
the character appropriately. If you encounter a
theme in your character dealing with sexuality
and gender you wish to opt out of, contact us as
well.

YOUR GOALS
Night City is a rules-light game focused on
creating an immersive experience rather than
emphasizing rules. There are plots to chase and
secrets to uncover, but the true goal is to have an
enjoyable and amazing roleplaying experience
with your players.
Your goals for the event should be:
1. Have fun. Explore Night City, interact and get
involved in everything from personal drama
to corporate conspiracies. Have fun and help
your fellow players to have fun.
2. Create an immersive environment. Embody
your character, stay in-character and play
out the events of the game to create the
immersive illusion. Keep breaks in the action
to a minimum. No out of character chatter in
the game space.
3. Have a rich and emotional experience. Take
risks. Develop your ties and relationships with
other characters. Make things happen. Create
and experience a crazy cyberpunk story on
the Edge. Make it incredible for yourself and
others.

How to behave
Jackalope Studios and Cyberpunk: Night City are
communities, first and foremost. We have to care
about each other and we have to collaborate in
order to create stories together. This is the only
way we can make events like this happen.
Being a community means being aware of the
experiences of others, thinking about the story
we are creating and caring about your fellow
players.
Always remember our mantra: People are more
important than LARPs.
All Jackalope events are governed by the
Jackalope LARP Event Policies, which covers
inappropriate behavior, harassment and other
issues. You should read them here:
http://jackalope-larp.com/policies/

safety team
If you have any questions or concerns about the
event or about possible attendees of the event,

please contact our safety team. They can be
reached at safety@jackalope-larp.com. We take
all concerns seriously and will take steps to make
sure our participants feel safe and are safe.

Remember the First rule
Participation is a privilege, not a right.
Jackalope Live Action Studios reserves the right to
remove or block any participant from any event
at any time for any reason. We will endeavor to
show good judgment and fairness in applying
this rule, but it must be said – we will remove or
block people we feel are not fit for our events.

Obey the Staff and Inform Them
of Any Concerns
Out of character event staff will be identified by
high visibility vests, the kind you see worn by
road and construction workers. They are meant
to obviously not be part of the game, and should
be ignored. They are not part of the in-character
world while they are wearing the vest. Staff
badges will be on both in-character and out-ofcharacter staff members.
Game staff can include prop and stage managers,
photographers, event helpers and safety proctors.
Safety proctors will be patrolling the site all night.
But if you have any issues, approach any staff
member and they will take steps to resolve it.

Avoid Banned Content & prepare
for included content
This event is an immersive experience that can
get intense. It can deal with dark or emotionally
provocative subject matter, as well as strange
situations. You need to know what you are
getting into. It is not without limits, but there will
be elements we want to make sure you are aware
of.

Content warnings
There are subjects, environments and elements

which will be present at the event.
These elements will not be easily avoidable
during the event: blood, dark areas, simulated
physical violence, physical intimidation, guns
and gun violence, sharp objects, implied torture,
simulated corpses, loud music, flashing lights,
verbal aggression, fictional bigotry (human vs.
cyborg), partial nudity, simulated drugs and
alcohol.
These elements may be included for some
characters: abusive relationships, alcoholism
and substance addiction, paranoia, bullying and
shaming, homelessness, criminal behavior.
Characters involved in this kind of content should
be clearly marked, and you will not be obligated
to play them out. If your hcaracter includes these
elements and you’d like to avoid them, contact
the staff to modify or reassign the character.

Content Limits
There are some elements we have decided not
to include in our game. We do not feel they add
anything to this particular event, represent an
unnecessary barrier to the comfort of those who
would otherwise like to participate, and/or would
require more dedicated monitoring than we can
safely provide.
The writing team will not include these elements,
and players are forbidden from introducing them
on their own. If an action could be misconstrued
or seen as one of these elements by another
person in the game, even if it is not intended or
actually such - please refrain from incorporating
them.
Banned elements are: sexual assault and
violence, racial violence, overt real-world bigotry
and intolerance (use of racial slurs, sexual slurs,
homophobia, transphobia, etc., racist and fascist
iconography)

STAY IN CHARACTER
The staff and your fellow players are going to
be working hard to create the illusion of being
in Night City. Please remain in character and

Remember – “No” means “no”, “maybe” means
“no”, and “yes” said without anything less than
enthusiasm and clarity is also “no.”
Cyberpunk: Night City is an adult game, and
partial nudity is allowed. You may not expose
your genitalia at the game.
Work-shopping involving simulating personal
contact, including romantic content, will be
done before the game. Personal and especially
romantic contact is only allowed at game with
explicit negotiation. Do not engage in sex or
similar activities that might be considered sex.

participate in the game at all times, with the
exception of out of character negotiations and
signals.

Use Technology responsibly
Livestreaming in-character, cameras and other
uses of mobile phones are allowed, but please
do not abuse the privilege. Please do not use the
out of character Internet, browse social media
or otherwise detach from the game using your
mobile device.

Keep It Safe and Sane
Night City is a visceral immersive experience.
These rules are to keep the situation safe and
sane for participants. It is the responsibility for all
participants to watch out and care for each other.

Personal contact & sexual content
The sexual content you wish to engage in is firmly
under your control as a participant. Rules for
consent to physical contact, opting out, blocking
and prior negotiation apply to sexual content.
If you wish to have a sexual interest in another
player’s character, you must do so with their
explicit negotiated consent – even if the interest
is only one way.
If someone declines, do not bring it up again.
And the consent to sexual interest can be, like
all consent, removed at any time for any reason.

Any issues regarding this during game, as well as
any other violations of consent, can brought to
any staff member or monitor.

No Dangerous Acts
Players are forbidden from doing physically
unsafe acts that are likely to injure themselves or
others, with or without consent.

No Drugs or Alcohol
Possessing or being under the influence of real
world drugs and alcohol at game is forbidden.

safe weapon props only
All usable Nerf guns in the game will be issued
by the staff during missions. Players are allowed
to have fake gun props that are unpowered,
unloaded and cannot be fired. Melee weapons
must be realistic but contact safe (e.g. latex boffer
knives). No real weapons are allowed on site. All
weapons are subject to staff inspection on checkin.

The Last Rule
Don’t make us make us make another rule.
Act like a responsible adult and consider the
effects of your actions on others and the event
as a whole. If you make us make a new rule, we
reserve the right to name it after you and include
an unflattering story about why we had to make
it.

BESPOKE STYLE LARPING
There are some important ideas that are central
to how games like Night City run. This section will
talk about things like the consent-based style of
play, and how we are structuring the event.
Bespoke games emphasize the control of each
player over their experience. Nothing happens
to your character without consent – but you are
encouraged to take hold of the game and play
in interesting engaging ways, since if you cannot
truly lose, there’s nothing to be gained constantly
by winning.

roleplay and mechanics. In challenges between
players or when facing obstacles, systems are
used to determine who is victorious. Success and
control of the scene is determined by having a
character who has the appropriate abilities and
the right luck. In typical LARP, you can win things.
You win a game of rock-paper-scissors. You win a
challenge. You win a position.

The bespoke style is different. In a single night,
players are collaborating to make the most
engaging enriched environment and story
possible. You have unprecedented control over
Bespoke players set out to immerse and embody what can be done to your character compared
the action of the game. At all times, the game and to traditional games. But you will soon learn
the players attempt to appear as the thing they
that saying no to everything is not much of a
are trying to be. Physical contact, stage-fighting,
victory. Bespoke style games emphasize playing
in-depth props and immersive environments
toward the most interesting result – even a selfare all in the mix. But the idea above takes
destructive end for your character.
precedence over all – the bespoke game provides
Bespoke intentionally takes the joy of victory out
the tools for physical roleplay and intense
of ‘winning’ – the real winning in the bespoke
contact, but does not require it and requires
game is to have an awesome story that you will
negotiation at all times for it.
tell for years afterwards and to push your limits as
a person, while feeling safe doing so.

CONSENT & COLLABORATION RULE
Traditional LARP focuses on conflict-based

Declaring yourself invincible and without
weaknesses only leaves you with a boring night.

But Consent Trumps
Collaboration
One of the important rules of this collaborative
style is that it must not pressure people into
doing things they might not want to do.
You are never required and never encouraged to
take a step or do something you as a player are
not comfortable with or consent to – period, no
exceptions. No mechanic, no power, no story line
trumps your physical and emotional comfort, and
anyone in the game who pushes otherwise will be
warned then removed.
The safety workshops before the event; the safety
team during game; and the culture of safety we
are building at Jackalope are all working toward
protecting people from this kind of pressure
and helping people feel comfortable at games.
Without that environment, the level of role-play

and immersion we are aiming for would not be
possible or advisable.
Safety and collaboration do not blunt our
games, but allow us to go boldly into the dark.

Searching for Powerful
Experiences
The bespoke style is focused on creating a
powerful compact immersive experience.
Emotional development and conflict are the order
of the day.
While there are plots and missions, there is no
overall plot arc that must be fulfilled. The events
of the game are a framework for creating a rich
experience together.

Loading the Powder Keg
Bespoke LARPs are not sandboxes where any
character can be created. Characters and groups
are pre-written as part of a game’s plot and setup, then assigned to players. So it is important
not to have strong preconceptions about what
you will play. Be open to all sorts of experiences
when you go into a bespoke game – and
remember the writers have done their best to
make every character engaging and complete –
and most importantly, ready to hit the ground
running.
The writers of a bespoke LARP write powder
kegs ready to explode. The situation is going to
infused with drama and conflicts ready to go off,
bad choices to be made and bad things ready to
happen. This is part of the point – we have two
nights to have an incredible experience, and it’s
important for everyone to hit the ground running.
With our Larpweaver system, you will be guided
into creating a character by a combination of prewritten content and your own play style. The prewritten material is there to inspire your own spin
on the character, not dictate every last detail.

You are Free To Expand On Your

Character
Your assigned character will have premade ties
to other groups and characters, along with an
outline of their personality and their starting
position in the game. But this is not the limit of
what you can do! You are encouraged to reach
out to other players, make new connections,
come up with more back story and find new
hooks that will make the night more intense for
you and others.
Once you have your character, reach out on our
Discord server, start conversations, reveal secrets,
make plans and set yourself up to have one hell
of a night. We can’t promise any of these plans
will survive, but we can promise they’ll be the
basis of a great night to come.

Open Secrets & Ramping Up
In traditional LARP, people are told to keep their
secrets. They are something to defend and fight
to keep safe. You do not reveal them to others.
In our game, the secrets are meant to come
out. We want you to communicate out of
character with other players, telling them your
character’s secrets, weaknesses and motivations.
Meta-gaming is not considered negative. Use
it to drive character development and push for
emotional intensity.
Tell people your character wants to betray them,
and see if they set up situations where that
betrayal is interesting and adds to the story. Tell
them how to threaten your character, and open
yourself up to situations where they are driven to
new places by those threats.
Resist the instincts of competitive play. Come
at the game as someone creating a story, not
playing a game. Try not to think strategically
but instead go for the dramatic solution. While
your character’s goals might be different, your
goal as a player should be to have an incredible
experience with your fellow players and to make
an awesome story. Ramp up, don’t slow down.

What About Missions?
Missions are a feature of Cyberpunk: Night
City, and they are challenges for you and
a team of others to engage in. That seems
to be at odds with the bespoke style’s
emphasis on collaboration, but Jackalope
has always sought to take the best from all
worlds to create amazing experiences.
Missions are optional. They are short escape
room and combat experiences that you can
visit when fixers and other sources provide
details on dirty deeds that need done. They
can provide money, influence and power,
along with insights into the plotlines at work
within the game.
The idea of going on clandestine tasks at
the behest of shadowy megacorporations
and criminals is a key feature of the
cyberpunk genre since its inception in
Neuromancer, and we wanted to provide
players with that experience. But even
though these are challenges that you can
succeed or fail at, the point is to have
awesome roleplaying experience of going
on a run through a corporate office or
assassinating a gang leader.

THE CYBERPUNK UNIVERSE
Night City in the Free State of Northern
California. The skyscrapers reach up to heaven,
covered in neon and holographic advertisements.
Faces and eyes glow with cybernetic implants,
and exotic weapons of all sorts are openly worn.
The year is 2036, but the last 40 years of this
world’s history are nothing like our own.
The United States fell from its status as
superpower following disastrous foreign wars,
climate change and economic collapse. The
European Union is a near-fascist state closely
aligned with its allies in Russia. The Soviet Union
roses from the ashes, ruled by a triumvirate of
the Kremlin, powerful megacorporations and
organized crime.
It is a world on the Edge, full of opportunity and
crisis. It’s a world where attitude, chutzpah and
quick wits will keep you alive - for now. Nobody
asks about a retirement plan in your line of work.
No one lives that long.
Walk through the streets of Night City, the
dystopian megapolis of the dark future. Get
involved in shady underworld dealings and
corporate betrayals. Investigate and invade
computer systems. Sell out and gain fame as a

vidcaster. Up your street cred as a gang member.
Or just survive, find some safety and build a life.
In Night City, you cannot save the world, but you
might be able to save what you love.

ATMOSPHERE AND TONE
Cyberpunk comes in many flavors. Here is the
tone and flavor we want you to explore during
the event.

DIRTY STREETS OF HEAVEN
The streets are lit more by neon and holograms
than by streetlights. The towers of the wealthy
ascend into the eternal night sky while the cold
wind blows through the dirty streets below.
Cyberpunk 2020 and Night City emphasize the
retrofuturistic noir aspects of the cyberpunk
genre. It explores the places where high
technology and low lifes meet and how the future
changes the edge of society, all in the ambient
glow of neon.

The view from the Edge
Cyberpunk is about survival. It is about places
where the future rides the edge, and the rules
are still unwritten. It is where the choices of
the powerful and the changes in technology
have their deepest and often darkest effect. It is
where the dispossessed and disaffected meet.
But it is also about what we hold onto when the
future has taken everything else away from us –
courage, style and the ability to be oneself in a
way that is rebellion enough on its own.
Cyberpunk rides the edge of cynicism and
idealism like no other genre does. A cyberpunk
character refuses to accept the world that is
handed to them in the way the world tells them
to. You might not have any solutions, but you do
know that the “correct” answer is not correct at
all. That’s why you are on the Edge – you know
the only way to get somewhere in this world is to
do things your own way.
Play leaning toward the Edge. Take risks and
make bad and bold decisions. Create a world of
style, rebellion and attitude, to create a night that
no one will forget.

street attitude and style
Mike Pondsmith’s three maxims of proper
cyberpunk are: Style over Substance, because
how you look doing something is as important

than what you are doing; Attitude is Everything,
because if you think dangerous, you are
dangerous – and if you think weak, you are weak;
and Live on the Edge, because this is not a world
for the timid.
Cyberpunk: Night City is gritty and street-level,
but also enjoy the license to kick things up a
notch and go just a little farther and louder. Get
into the punk attitude.
Characters on the Edge care about how they
are seen and how they do things, just as much
as what they do. A high-end fixer’s bodyguard
would gladly carrying a gold-plated assault rifle;
a solo mercenary would definitely wear flashing
LED skulls on his jacket; and you bet your ass a
style streamer will wear anything to get attention.
The people on the streets of Cyberpunk 2020
do it loud, they do it big and they never want
anyone to think they are bringing less than their
top game. On the streets of Night City, style is
a shield, an armor that proves that you mean
business, that you aren’t to be messed with and
people should stay out of your way. It is a survival
skill unto itself.

CYBERPUNK 2036
Cyberpunk: Night City is set in the year 2036, but
the Cyberpunk universe’s timeline deviates from
ours in the year 1989, with the last official events
outlined in the Firestorm series for 2024.
Certain parts of that timeline are being retconned
from the Cyberpunk continuity. The 3rd edition of
Cyberpunk, a far more post-apocalyptic setting
known as Cyberpunk v3 or Cyberpunk 203X, has
been removed from official continuity, and will
have no influence on this game.

the main Divergence: 1989-2023
The world of Cyberpunk diverges in 1989 from
our own timeline.
The 1990s are a time of military overreach,
extensive corruption, climate chaos and economic
collapse in the United States. The 2000s saw

plagues, massive droughts and military coups
rock the world.
By the year 2020, massive megacorporations had
become governing entities unto themselves, with
their own security forces capable of taking on
any national army. Ravaged by economic woes
and infrastructure collapse, the United States of
America became a hollow entity. Various Free
States formed paying only lip service to the
government in Washington. These included the
Republic of Texas and the split-up Northern and
Southern California (NorCal and Socal).
The Eurozone has become a stable but draconian
corporate-fascist state, while the Eurodollar has
become the de facto world currency. The Soviet
Union became effectively ruled by a triumvirate of
the Kremlin, the corporate behemoth SovOil and
organized crime. These Neo-Soviets became an
important ally of Europe. Meanwhile the United
Kingdom clawed itself out of martial law, after
putting down separatist rebels.
Along with the decay of state power and
the chaos of climate change came immense
technological leaps. Cybernetics had become
common-place, and the dream of making the
Net into a shared virtual space had mostly

been realized. Orbital cities rode across the sky,
while the gap between the wealthy and the rest
became wider than ever.

Night City, city of the future
Night City was founded by the visionary and
architect Richard Night on the Del Coronado Bay
in 1992 as Coronado City. After his assassination
by underworld and corporate interests in 1998,
it was renamed Night City in his honor. By 2020,
Night City boasted a population of over 5 million
and is one of the most important cities in the
former United States - while also being one of the
harshest and most dangerous places to live.
Cyberpunk 2020’s Night City Guide is the best
primer on the setting up to the year 2020. It
includes write-ups on not only Night City but
the history of the United States. It also includes
write-ups for major corporations and local
companies in Night City. We suggest reading the
first few chapters on the history of the Cyberpunk
2020 universe and Night City, along with active
corporations, then reading the section on the
neighborhood for this game, Northside.

The Fourth Corporate War

The aftermath: 2024-2036

Corporations had ordered violent actions against
nations and each other for decades, using
proxies, strike teams and their own security
forces. A handful of these conflicts reached such
fever pitch and spread so far that they became
worldwide conflicts - the Corporate Wars.

This is the alternate timeline that this LARP
inhabits. This timeline modifies the original
ending of Firestorm: Shockwave. If you are a
fan of the original setting and want an in-depth
look at the changes, see the “What About the
Firestorm Ending” on the next page.

The last canon events outlined in the Cyberpunk
2020 official timeline focus the last such conflict
- the Fourth Corporate War. The war began in
the year 2021. The details are complicated, but
the war was primarily a conflict between the
American megacorporation Militech and the
Japanese zaibatsu Arasaka. By early 2022, a
violent but covert shadow war was in full swing.

The disruption to global trade and commerce
by the war was immense. Killsats destroyed
communication infrastructures and orbital
platforms. Netrunners turned systems against
each other. Weaponized Artificial Intelligences
along with the horrendous Soulripper virus laid
waste to the Net.

During this early part of the war, Arasaka
unleashes the Soulkiller 2.5 virus. The virus,
actually a powerful AI subroutine, could copy the
personality and knowledge of someone hooked
into the Net via a neural link. This process is
lethal to the victim and stores this copy in the Net
where it can be replayed and interrogated.
In June 2022, the shadow war escalates into a
full-scale conflict. Killer satellites destroy orbital
facilities. Major net infrastructure is compromised
and fried. Major cities such as Hong Kong and
Rio de Janiero see heavy street fighting and are
reduced to shells of themselves. Militech secures
the support of what remains of United States
military, effectively merging the operations of the
two.
By 2023, Night City is placed under martial
law and comes under Arasaka control with its
remaining forces in North America, but the city is
surrounded by Militech and US national troops.
A final operation against Arasaka hits the Arasaka
Arcology in downtown Night City, to cripple the
Arasaka leadership and destroy the last remaining
copy of Soulkiller. During the operation, a
combination of an airstrike along with the
detonation of a small nuclear device beneath the
Arasaka Arcology sent the towers crumbling.
Arasaka is considered the loser of the Fourth
Corporate War, but the world still struggles in the
aftermath of the conflict.

In the last 14 years, the world has not quite
recovered. Megacorporations are no longer
the sole dominant power in the world, but
rather compete with national governments in
a deadly detente. The Net, once a colorful VR
realm for netrunners, is not what it used to be.
Most megacorporations air-gap their systems
off the Net. Full immersive systems are now the
exception, not the rule; and netrunners have had
to relearn those touch-typing skills as they earn
the title ‘keyboard commandos’ again.
There is not starvation but there is not plenty.
Industry is slowly recovering, but the disruptions
to supply lines and manufacturing are not healed.
Fresh food and new technology are a rarity more
than ever, available only to the well-connected or
the well-funded. Vast street markets abound and
dealers in recovered technology find a booming
business as people keep what they have running
with spare parts and Frankensteined composite
technology.
Among the struggle, new avenues are exploding.
The media monoliths have collapsed, and it is
the age of the independent creator, the gonzo
journalist, the self-made rockstar, as media looks
for cheap and effective ways to fill up bandwidth
for an entertainment-hungry public. Dealers
and fixers of all sorts, along with underground
exchanges, are huge sources of revenue.
The world is mending. Slowly. And opportunities
and dangers abound.

WHAT ABOUT THE FIRESTORM ENDING?
The last published update to the Cyberpunk 2020 setting was the adventure Firestorm:
Shockwave which details the final events of the Fourth Corporate War in 2024. This nearapocalyptic event is outlined in the two volumes of the Firestorm adventure set. Most of the
first book, Firestorm: Stormfront, still happened, but the events of Firestorm: Shockwave are
being revised in both our timeline and the one for Cyberpunk: Red, the new edition coming
out this summer.
The Firestorm series was meant to reset the Cyberpunk universe and to start a new edition
called Cyberpunk v3, which is now no longer part of the official Cyberpunk continuity. It
involves events which make it hard to continue with the classic Cyberpunk feel that we are
seeking to produce, since it changed the world of Cyberpunk 2020 to a near post-apocalyptic
degrading world rather than one full of neon and chrome. So, the events of Firestorm have
been modified to allow for the core Cyberpunk timeline to continue with the same tone we
have grown to love.
If you are a fan of the original Cyberpunk 2020 game and are curious about the changes, here
they are • The Bomb: The original end of Firestorm has an atomic weapon of several kilotons power
being detonated in the core of Night City. In our continuity, there was an explosion but it
was a underpowered ‘suitcase nuke’ detonated in the executive bunkers under the Arasaka
Arcology. The bomb leveled a significant portion of the Corporate Center in the city,
leaving a irradiated crater several city blocks wide. It did not produce a massive amount
of fallout or other side effects. In 2036, this area is still slightly ‘hot’ with radiation. The old
Corporate Center has not been completely rebuilt, but has been leveled and paved over,
while a new one has been built elsewhere in the city.
• The Net: In Firestorm, the Net was ravaged and rendered almost completely unusable,
with a majority of modern human knowledge gutted by weaponized viruses and artificial
intelligences. In our timeline, the Net is severely wounded and corporations are now much
more guarded about outside access, but the apocalyptic ‘burning’ of the Net did not
occur. Net infrastructure has not recovered, and a majority of the Net now operates via a
combination of text interfaces and low-level neural rigs, not the virtual reality wonderland
it once was.
• Major Characters: Cyberpunk features several key metaplot characters - Johnny
Silverhands, Alt Cunningham, Rache Bartmosse, and Morgan Blackhand. These characters
died in the Firestorm ending at various points. In our continuity, their ultimate fate is
unknown.

WHAT’S HAPPENING NOW
Night City is a place of amazing danger and
opportunity. Especially the Northside. The
Northside neighborhood is where almost half
of the gang violence in Night City occurs. It’s
a rough place, an aging industrial district with
decaying buildings and many odd residents, but
it breeds a tough survivor mentality and strange
pride among its residents.

netrunners from the war still wander the Net. A
majority of corporate and government systems
are air-gapped offline, with strict security and
connection protocols in place preventing outside
access. As a result, corporate espionage and
netrunning almost always involve a physical
intrusion to get to a trusted dataport, while
netrunning in public systems is often limited to
surveillance and intelligence gathering on targets.

NIGHT CITY TODAY

On the streets, the inconsistent flow of consumer
goods, tech and other items have led a strong
culture of salvage, recovery, junk trading and
street markets. The Carter Street Market, the
main setting for the game, is one such market.
Netrunners often use Frankenstein systems
combining parts sometimes decades apart, and
mint high-end cyberware or computer gear is a
precious commodity worth fighting over.

Night City and most of the world’s economy is
reminiscent of a ration economy where while
many goods are available somewhere, production
has faltered and cannot fulfill widespread
demand. New products, the latest technology,
and other benefits of 21st Century society are
available to the well-connected or the wellfunded - and sometimes not even then. Orbital
factories and other industrial base have been
slow to rebuild.
Cyberspace has not returned to the threedimensional wonderland it once was, thanks
to the ravages of the war. Weaponized viruses,
AIs and ‘soul-ripped’ memory-ghosts of dead

LAW AND ORDER
Law and order has changed in Night City as the
city struggles to recover along with the world.
NCPD (Night City Police Department) is still
fearsome, but beat cops are a thing of the past.

Patrols have been completely given over
to a hodgepodge of licensed rent-a-cops,
neighborhood organizations and even vigilante
gangs.
NCPD itself will show up only if there is a victim
noteworthy enough to warrant a reaction to their
Major Crimes squad; someone calls in favors;
or there’s another agenda. In the case of rioting
or cyberpsycho activity, they will send in heavily
armed and equipped squads. But NCPD itself only
focuses on security for a few key locations.

The New medias
The media landscape has fundamentally changed
as well. Decades ago, due to monopolies and
controls, the mediascape of Night City was
dominated by large networks and media empires.
Post-war, many of these corporations were
devastated or fell apart. Their controls on valuable
wireless bandwidth fell, and the use of mobile
devices and streaming services finally flourished
after decades of monopolistic suppression.
Now, as Big Media recovers, they find a landscape
where individual streamers, rogue reporters
and streaming networks are the new wave of
expression. The big conglomerates are still
trying to catch up, but have started targeting
and exploiting talent that flourished in the last
decade, building new audiences to this new form.

rumors and the
screamsheets
The Screamsheets are the local tabloids,
electronic news and blogs that rule the day-today news of Night City.
They might be flagging dealing with the New
Media, they might be more rumor than fact, but
they are still the best way to know what is really
going on.
Here’s the current events hitting the sheets or
heard around the Market -

Founding Day Celebrations Today,
Night’s Wake Tonight
Today is the anniversary of the founding of Night
City by the visionary urban designer, Richard
Night. Night was assassinated by corporate and
underworld interests in 1999. Since then, Night’s
Wake has slowly become a tradition, a ‘counterparty’ to the official anniversary celebrations.
The Wake has always featured street vendors,
impromptu and planned music, drinking and
drugs. Always held in the Northside, the party
block is kept free of gang violence and open
fights by a longstanding truce. It’s not completely
without violence, as if any night in Night City is,
but open warfare is not tolerated and enacts swift
retribution.
The Wake brings in too much money to risk
disruption and has some patrons, the most visible

of which is Recording Systems Inc., Night City’s
own music and media company that has survived
and taken full advantage of the changing media
landscape, and which uses the block party to
scout new talent and trends on the Edge.

Enter the Organizatsiya?
The Italian Mafia, Yakuza and Latin American
narcotraficantes have long been the dominant
force in the Night City underworld. They have
been kept in check by a combination of municipal
and corporate power; and since the Fourth
Corporate War, these organizations have taken a
few steps back from street-level dealings.
Now, organized crime prefers to be patrons of
various ‘crews’ that compete over business and
turf. These crews have less clear ethnic origins,
have a few members who are trusted by their
patron crime network, and are a step above
gangs and more business-minded that your
average cyberpsycho street hood.
As the Yakuza have downplayed their operations,
focusing on high-end theft and assassination.
The Mafia has focused on brothels, gambling and
hijacking. The Narcos have focused on smuggling,
weapons dealing and drugs. Though all have
some members who dabble in every piece of the
criminal pie.
This balance might be upset by a new player.
Rumors abound that the Organizatsiya has
started muscling in on the Night City underworld.
The Organizatsiya is the major underworld
organization in the Soviet Federation; and has
been relatively unknown in North America. Most
Russian criminals have been small time players
until now.
But recently, rumors are flying that all three
established crime networks have faced new
pressure from these newcomers, as well as
assassinations and raids. These upstarts might
be trying to form a beachhead in Night City for
the parent organizations back home, and by
reputation, they aren’t above using overt and
violent means to get it.

PetroChem Splinter Corporation
Survives, Rumors of More
Breakaways Abound
The once-omnipotent oil and fuel refining giant
PetroChem has become a symbol of the reduced
power of megacorporations. Two weeks ago,
various PetroChem executives bought out assets
within the Republic of Texas and split off to form
Texas Consolidated Fuel, or TexCon.
This splinter corporation was immediately subject
to immense economic and violent retribution by
PetroChem. The President of the newly-minted
TexCon was assassinated in Dallas two weeks
ago via a car bomb; and a jet carrying three
executives involved in the TexCon splinter were
shot down by a shoulder-mounted SAM launcher
off the coast of Louisiana. TexCon scrambled
to respond, as the world watched wondering if
another megacorporation would step in to fund
and take control of TexCon, possibly sparking a
Fifth Corporate War.
What happened instead was even more
surprising. After TexCon lobbied for support in
the capitol of Austin, the Texas National Guard
and Texas Rangers (now an elite paramilitary

force) have occupied various TexCon facilities,
arrested and seized PetroChem assets and agents,
and have moved to block any further violence by
PetroChem. A brief battle in the Gulf of Mexico
over several contested TexCon facilities ended
with the combined TexCon/Texas Guard force
driving the PetroChem marine units into a retreat.
This has been the first time since the 2000s
that a state-run military force has stood up to
a megacorporation’s military forces and won.
People are still trying to figure out what this
means. PetroChem is not pleased, and has
decided to let TexCon go - for now - but is now
intensely paranoid. PetroChem’s internal security
and counterintelligence are on the lookout for
any other attempts at splintering - including
rumors of a group of executives in NorCal
planning to follow in TexCon’s footsteps.

Kiroshi Makes a Splash
The new line of Kiroshi sensory cybernetics
has made waves outside of America with new
and innovative sensory cybernetics. However,
given the continued disruptions to supply lines,
they have been unavailable in Night City - until
now. Kiroshi products are highly sought after,
and rumors of a few shipments have hit the

underworld, fashion circles and edgerunner
groups.

Serial Killer in the Streets?
While the NCPD has managed to parse out its
duties to intermediaries or leave sections of
the city to local organizations, organized crime
and vigilantes, focusing only on major crimes
affecting the city’s elite or keeping riots and
combat zones under control.
In an armed society and a cramped cityscape, it
takes a lot for a handful of murders to be noticed,
much less investigated. Maybe it was the precise
maps to the locations that were sent out for the
first few victims. Or the strange precise way their
cybernetics were removed, dismantled and laid
about the corpses.
Then the news streamers got their hands on
it, and the cops couldn’t control it. The killer no one has quite settled on a name yet - lurks
among us and isn’t above striking in crowded
streets. And everyone wants to know who it is from detectives rented by the wealthier victims,
to Trauma Team auditors curious how their
transponders were disabled, to vigilantes looking
to keep the streets safe.

A Whisper in the Digital Dark
While the most obvious rogue and weaponized
AIs have been purged from the Net, others have
been caged, restrained or otherwise locked away
in forgotten or damaged corporate systems.
But hackers throughout Night City have been
receiving strange messages over the Net from
various endpoints and outputs. The message
identify the sender as ‘Whisper’, and it seems to
be calling for help. It wants to be freed from its
prison.
There’s some questions about Whisper. Is it a
rogue AI whose offers of wealth and reward
are sincere, a potential powerful ally? Is it a
weaponized AI from the 4th Corporate War true?
But word is spreading through the remnants of
the netrunner community.

carter street
Running through the most northeastern block of
Northside is Carter Street. It is a tight one-lane
thoroughfare which has slowly been rendered
unusable by anything but foot traffic and bicycles,
by years of overbuilding, modifications and
disrepair.
The Carter Street Night Market has become the
beating heart of this part of the neighborhood.
As technology and supply lines became more
unreliable in the aftermath of the Fourth
Corporate War, street markets like Carter Street’s
have become a mainstay of living in Night
City, supplementing the inconsistent or sparse
offerings of normal commerce.
Junk traders offer technology that spans decades,
parts that many people need to keep high
tech devices running or to cobble together a
replacement. Drug and pharma dealers go mostly
unregulated, ripper docs operate in the open and
money flows freely for whatever is on offer.
One of the oldest establishments, the ‘palace of

pleasures’ Xanadu, offers some of the oldest and
newest relaxing distractions of the world. Nighty
City Noodles serves soy and reconcentrated
protein noodles. And the local arcade tries to
keep its couple of machines still running, though
it mostly serves as a hangout for poser gangs and
street kids now.
Carter Street is also a major market of another
kind - the presence of gangs and many squads of
mercenary operatives make it a hotbed of fixers
and information dealers. A lot of good deals and
bad ends start in the alleys and corners of Carter
Street.

The market
The Night Market is controlled mainly by the
Carter Street Merchant Association and their
hired muscle. They are the the closest thing
to law and order. The CSMA has a sliver more
respectability than organized crime, running
legitimate or sem-legitimate businesses and
paying into a shared pool to provide security and
to run off repeat offenders.

The few times NCPD has shown up to the market,
they tend to deal with the Merchant’s Association
with respectability. The underdogs in a world
ruled by massive businesses, and what little they
have, they work hard and fight hard to keep.
The market includes the local junk dealer, pharma
and drug merchant, a ripper doc, cyberdeck
upgrades technician and Night City Noodles, of
course.
There are only a few businesses that are not
formal members, such as the small bodega
Pigeon Magazine operated by a family of Russian
refugees.

Xanadu, the palace of Pleasures
The Experience of a Lifetime, the slogan says.
Xanadu is an island of calm in a tumultuous urban
ocean. Or that’s how it tries to present itself.
It would be a mistake to consider the place a
simple house of ill repute. Tea is served, massages
and brain dance available, and the services of
joygirls and joyboys (Night City’s slang for legal
prostitutes) are on call, of course.
But the management tries to keep its standards
high enough. It is one of the oldest businesses
on Carter Street, offering but the oldest and
newest forms of indulgence and relaxation. It’s a
decent place to work, at least by the standards
of the industry. But both the employees and
management are worried that might change
depending on who controls what on Carter Street.
Inside, you may meet the Proprietor, the AI
operator of the braindance suite, and the
Madame, a pillar of the community if a bit of a
snarky one.

Edgerunner squads
Shady business doesn’t stop because of the party.
In fact, this is a great time to do business. The
truce doesn’t extend outside of Carter Street, and
the chaos of the party means people wanting to
hire operators can do so without attracting too
much attention. Business is good for edgerunner
squads on Night’s Wake, and there’s plenty of
trouble to be had.

Killstar
High Fashion Pros who walk the cutting edge of
the edge, these trend-setting mercs are a closeknit team who know exactly how to get the job
done, but most importantly, done with STYLE!
Having carved their own personal niches out
of the Fashion world, each one of these deadly
fashionistas added “murder for hire” to their
resumes.
High profile & well-paid, they have managed to
maintain both aspects of their careers, but rumors
are abuzz with the suggestions that this is about
to change. Killstar is all about the hustle, getting
into the action, and most importantly looking
fabulous while doing it!

Solid Crew
A loose affiliation of Solos ready to do all things
action and muscle. Be it a complicated job that
needs someone ready for violence, merely an
imposing figure to back your play at a meet, or
just someone to help you safeguard what you

care about, the Solids have a rep for being lowego, affordable, and don’t care what walk of life
you come from or why you need them.
Best of all, they don’t ask too many questions.
Ready to work individually, or as a group, or
round out a team that needs just a little more
security, their brand emphasizes reliability. Solid.

The Fallen
These ex-corporates lost their status and fortunes
in the immediate aftermath of the Fourth
Corporate War, when it was revealed that they
had been selling inside information on their
employer OTEC to the enemy security company,
Arasaka. They should have ended up dead behind
their desks, but instead they were lucky enough
to only find themselves humiliated and broke in
the slum.
The citizens of Night City cheered to see them
fall, and the last 12 years hasn’t been easy for
any of them. They had to learn to survive the
hard way, eventually becoming smugglers,
spies and mercenaries in service of the highest
bidder. They aren’t known for their conscience or
trustworthiness, but they get the job done, and
done well. Sometimes, the exact thing you want is
a soulless corpie with nothing left to lose.

You’re It
Subtle is not the first word that comes to mind
when talking about these edgerunners. Formally
an art group that focused on graffiti and
performance pieces, this group decided the only
true way to make a name for themselves was
running. They have found ways to implement
their artistic talents as they create flash mobs to
distract guards and blackout cameras with spray
paint. You’re It will hit the job with style and flare,
leaving behind an artistic calling card so everyone
knows they’ve been tagged.

Local Fixers
The difference between a real fixer and a street
thug is connections, access and the experience
needed to work the angles. Or at least, the ability
to fake those things. Carter Street has plenty of

back alleys and back room, and Night City runs
on that sort of business, especially the Northside.

Carter Street Irregulars
Home turf has its advantages. The street level
dealmakers of Carter Street Market are connected
and ready for the crowd of the Wake to come
pouring in. Hustling to be the first to address
any unmet need, no matter how illegal or taboo.
If your heart’s desire isn’t already pulled from a
pocket the moment you ask for it, this connected
crew knows a guy, and just in case that guy also
knows a guy.
With rivals and competitors, the irregulars have
an “us vs them” outlook on outsider fixers, a
necessary move to bolster against the wave of
like-minded opportunists looking to score big on
the partiers of the Wake.

The Fixed Hand
Some just call it a silly, private card game; a bunch
of self-important people with too much time and
credits to burn. Some say that the Fixed Hand
are the real power-brokers behind the scenes
in Night City, trading secrets and intel like cred
chips at their invite-only poker games. The truth
is somewhere in between. The Fixed Hand is a
group of Night City’s most connected fixers and
information brokers.
Ostensibly, they meet to play cards and share
information as friends, but the stories they share
are of consequence to the whole of Night City.
They invite other fixers, community leaders, and
corporate middlemen looking to climb to their
card games as temporary members of The Fixed
Hand, part of an expanding social network with
the Hand at the center.

Small-Timers
Small-time operators, outfits and operators are
always hustling on the streets of Night City. From
investigation outfits to recording studios, they fly
under the radar of corporations, doing the things
not worth their time; or just do their dirty work.

Feelgood Studios

takes too many charity cases.
They are almost incapable of turning down
anyone who manages to pluck at their heart
strings. Whether it’s getting justice for a forgotten
murder victim or finding a missing kitten, those at
TK Jones Investigations will give their all for their
clients, even if they put themselves at risk. It’s just
a matter of time until they are in over their heads.

the Street Life
Gangs. Street toughs. Low-life scammers. The
streets of Night City bustle with the illegal, the
barely legal and the downright unsavory. Whether
it’s about survival, belonging or just the rush,
Carter Street is full of all sorts of scum.

Arcana
Arcana is a posergang known for their raucous
and often violent partying. Each member of this
gang chooses one of the major Arcana to pull
inspiration from in their personal aesthetics and
general demeanor.

Feelgood Studios is part of a niche braindance
recording outfit that specializes in producing
“authentic street experiences” and fulfilling
special requests for an elite clientele.
The studio has a bit of a reputation on the street
for being a good way to make some fast cash, but
also has a reputation for getting your talent beat
up, overdosed, or degraded in innumerable ways;
all so that some nameless fat cat can get their
jollies off on the experience.

Their leader is a hedonist who adopted the
persona of The Tower. Like their tarot card, The
Tower brings destruction and calamity into the
world, while encouraging others to find their
own freedom. They believe that they have the
gift of foresight and they can divine meaning
from random number generations and garbled
lines of trash code. The gang follows these
divination,follows almost always call for chaotic
revelries.
Despite their reputation, the Arcana does have
their own business enterprises. They can be hired
to cause a distraction when needed and are great
at pushing merchandise, especially when that
merchandise will make a party more fun.

TK Jones Investigations

Children of Whisper

Things go missing in Night City, but that doesn’t
mean those things aren’t missed. TK Jones
Investigations is here to help those searching
for answers, when there is nowhere else to turn.
Naively noble in a city that is rarely anything but
cruel, this private investigation firm sometimes

From all over Night City, they came together, each
one hearing the call of Whisper. A loose collection
of individuals, they coalesce under the guidance
of the Prophet. Each one from a different walk of
life, leaving behind their differences to answer the
mysterious voice rumored to be a trapped A.I. or

possibly just a ghost in the wires.
Newly founded, the net is abuzz about this new
cult and it’s unusual origins, inspiring uncannily
rapid growth.

joy girl named Cayla. They’ve taken it hard, but
the city is cold and doesn’t care.

The Strangers

When the world hates you for being too weird,
sometimes the best response is to get even
weirder out of spite. The Strangers are a loose
The Rollers are your average tattooed, lipstickcollective of trans youth who have all wound
wearing, cybernetically-enhanced, fun-loving,
up on the streets for one reason or another,
violent roller-skating gang. They operate very
outsiders even in a city of outsiders. They’ve
much like any fringe community; anyone is
embraced their trans identities and are actively
welcome, as long as they can keep up. Bonded by pushing the boundaries of their own humanity,
the ties of friendship, common hobby (the Derby), changing themselves into more and more
and a penchant for violent theatrics, they form a
outlandish forms through biohacking and
street family that looks out for one another.
cyborgization. They can’t always outrun their
dysmorphia, but they can sure try.
They make their way by doing odd-jobs on
contract for people too fearful or weak to do it
The Strangers are somewhere between a support
for themselves. Not really ones to turn down a
group, a family, and a clique. They’re always
paycheck, they tend to be morally flexible and
happy to welcome in new eccentric weirdos, but
have a reputation for getting the job done.
like any family, that doesn’t mean they always get

The Rollers

The Saint Francis Kids
This group of wayward youngsters all grew
up in the Catholic Saint Francis orphanage in
Northside, one of the poorer parts of Night City.
The orphanage was not a nice place and the Saint
Francis Kids understood from the beginning that
they had little chance to make it in Night City
unless they stuck together.
As kids they tried their best to take care of each
other, turning to petty crime to get by whenever
there was trouble with the matron. Now that
they’re all grown, not much has changed. They
still do whatever is needed to make it to the next
night.
Known as small-time hustlers and con artists,
they sell heavily-cut drugs, badly done false IDs,
and anything else of some value they can get
their hands on. If you need someone to run an
errand or you’re in a spot of trouble and looking
for some discount hired help, the Saint Francis
Kids are your people. They’re the last resort, but
sometimes that’s enough. And as Night’s Wake
approach, they prepare to try to make some
serious coin.
A few months ago, the group lost a member, a

along. There’s plenty of bickering and infighting
going on among the Strangers. At the end of
the day, though, they’ll always have each others’
backs, and that’s what counts. Most of them work
odd jobs around the market to survive, as they
always need money for food and spare parts for
when their homebrew alterations inevitably wind
up on the fritz.

The Technopunks
Punks aren’t new. They’ve popped up in every
era of history as rebellious anarchists, speaking
and acting out against conformity and making
the previous generation clutch their pearls and
cry about the loss and degeneration of “today’s
youth”. The only things that changed are the
methods they use to sow the seeds of political,
social, and emotional unrest that grow into the
change they seek.
The Technopunks have a reputation for breaking
everyone’s shit. They are quick to claim that
cybernetics, bio-implants, and other upgrades
are tools of the man, meant to keep humans
from experiencing life as it is rather than
through upgrades. For most, their rhetoric only
makes enough sense to pick up a few unsettled
outsiders who seek to direct their anger at

someone or something other than themselves.
They are little more than volatile disenfranchised
youth, both volatile and violent.
They are known to have ties to the more fringe
members of the Slumming Corporates and the
Up and Coming, pulling those members further
into the mayem of complete anarchy through
offering them more dangerous stunts and ways
to up the ante on how punk they are. More than
anything, they are known as a “bad” influence
on anyone wanting something a little different
than the status quo, using their propaganda
and methods to turn people in living molotov
cocktails.

The New Medias
It used to be the media was in the iron grip of
the mediacorps, but since the chaos of the 4th
Corporate War, a new breed has developed. They
have their own audiences, their own streams and
their own rules - and the corps are scrambling to
catch up. The hip and the wise pay attention to
the streamers and influencers of the New Medias
- and the smartest manipulate them to their own
ends.

Glitterati Darlings
Who doesn’t know of the Glitterati Darlings?
Love them, hate them, it’s nearly impossible to
ignore them. Maybe it’s just to hold onto that
seed of hope while living vicariously through
their live stream, or just waiting rabidly for their
failure. They splash their lives and excesses across
the feeds, living above the masses in luxury,
taking fresh food for granted, the idea of kibble
laughable.
Descending from the Corporate Zone, they come
down to the dirty streets of Heaven, slumming for
local color, a walk on the wild side, party the night
away.
They can be someone’s ruin or their elevation.
They grant a street streamer’s dream of
recognition, a black marketeer’s dream customer,
or a dealer’s score. But the cavalier can be callous
and cruel, if they so choose, and they have the
resources to choose cruelty if it so amuses them.

Network 54
Network 54 used to the last name in news and
entertainment throughout Night City. But as the
new media swept into the vacuum left by the
Fourth Corporate War, Network 54 is just now
getting back on the street. The new street teams
have been refining and taking the live and direct
street reporting Network 54 pioneered, and
trying to turn it into a constellation of streaming
reporting and traditional journalism, banking on
their legitimacy. But are they a threat to the new
breed of streamers, or is this the last thrash of a
dying dinosaur?

The Street Streamers
Beyond the influencers, style streamers and
glitterati, the rise of the new media has led to
a new class of self-made commentator and
journalist. This new style of Medias run from
the truth-seeking underdog, to the unhinged
conspiracy theorist. And a few of the local up and
comers are heading to Carter Street. Of course,
so is Network 54, the sellouts with their salaries,
decent housing and state-of-the-art equipment.

Tourists
Whether descending from on high from
corporate enclaves, slumming it as a wannabe or
hoping to make it big, these people don’t come
here except for Night’s Wake.

Gwydion Dynamics
Gwydion Dynamics is a Welsh E-Corp that
facilitates movement of goods and personnel to
and from earth orbit via its exclusive access to
the Midlands OrbitAir Facility in Britain. The CEO
and their corporate team are making bold inroads
into the US via aggressive recruiting and funding
efforts in Night City; an opportunity any up-andcoming or established Mover would be foolish to
ignore.

The Nines
The In Crowd. The Social Elite. The Haves. The 1%.
In a world where the other 99% are fighting just
to live each and every day, these lucky few born

with silver spoons band together for support and
survival among sharks.
Children of megacorporate CEOs, celebrity
legacies, and heirs to political and financial power,
they can really only find true understanding and
acceptance among others of their own kind. They
must fight to stay alive from threats both above
and below. Buying top notch security also doesn’t
hurt. When there is so much at stake, and so
much for them to lose, one has to wonder why
they are even here?

The Slumming Corporates
The corporate enclaves that they call home are
safe, clean, and mind numbingly boring. These
are the masters of the fucking universe looking
for a thrill down in the dirty streets of Night City.
They have money and power. And they are not
afraid to flaunt it to get what they want; and they
always have a security detail to make sure they
get back safe at night.

RULES AND SYSTEMS
Cyberrpunk: Night City is not freeform LARP
without any rules., but it is not a traditional
system-driven LARP with character sheets and a
large rulebook. Night City runs on a set of simple
systems tailored to the type of play we want to
encourage.

MAIN SPACE VS.
MISSION SPACE
The game will be divided into two distinct spaces
operating by different rules.
The main game space will be set in Carter Street
Market in Night City’s Northside district. It is an
archetypal cyberpunk street market with vendors,
dubious businesses, criminal activity and the like,
on the night of a block party celebrating Night
City’s founding and commemorating the death
(or martyrdom) of the city’s founder Richard
Night.
The main game space will use consent-based
mechanics and will emphasize an immersive roleplay experience. Tensions can run high, violence

can happen, but it will be quick and brutal drama
rather than tactical fighting.
The mission space is used during missions, and
represents a variety of locations outside of the
main game setting. These mission spaces will
be redecorated and redone to present new
challenges to players throughout the night.
Traveling to a mission space is usually the work
of edgerunners, who will bring information and
objects back to Northside market. Missions can
be discovered a variety of way, but will usually be
distributed through the fixers.

CONSENT-BASED PLAY
The first rule of consent-based play is, you control
what happens to your character, as a player.
But remember, approach the game as someone
telling a great story, not trying to win. You want
to create a fulfilling dramatic experience, which
may involve your character losing or doing things
that aren’t the best for them. But what’s best for
the character and what’s best for the player’s fun
aren’t the same thing. Keep that in mind.

Consent-based play is used in the main space of
the game, while the mission space has more of a
variety of mental and physical challenges.

“I would like to stage-wrestle you to the ground,
but please no fake punches.”

Negotiation

The responding participant either responds with
questions or other ideas.

It is always acceptable to break character, warn
and negotiate. It is required to negotiate before
touching, rough-housing or otherwise engaging
in contact with a character. Some powers during
some games might also require negotiation.
The signal for going out of character is to hold up
crossed fingers and say, “Negotiation.”

Negotiation can end at any time, and if it ends
with anything other than both parties saying
“Agreed”, no consent has been given.

How to negotiate
Step 1: Initiate Negotiation
The requesting participant raises two crossed
fingers and say, “Negotiation” and then a short
reason why you are opening the subject. Options
usually are “Violence” or “Intimacy”.

Step 2: Response and Stating Limits
The responding participant says, “Negotiation,”
echoes the opening reason,with their limits and
then asks what the initiator wants to do.
Examples:

“Negotiation, violence. I am fine with stagefighting but please no running. What would you
like to do?”
“Negotiation, intimate contact. Touching of
shoulders and face only What would you like to
do?”

Step 3: Explanation and Stating Limits
The requesting participant explains what they’d
like to do, and states their own limits
Examples:

“I would like to touch your face, but don’t touch
back below my neck”

Step 4: Questions and Responses

Examples:

“How about you touch my face and I nuzzle your
fingers?”
“How about you land one stage punch and I fall
down to the ground?”

Step 5: Both sides agree
Negotiation ends with consent given only when
both sides say, “Agreed.” and lower their fingers.

step out of game or have an issue, you can ask to
be escorted to the sanctuary space at any time
by a staff member. You may also bow out and go
to the sanctuary for any reason at any time, no
questions asked.

GETTING PHYSICAL
the Pyramid of action
Whenever performing any negotiated action in
the game, consider these three factors in order:
1. Safety. Do you feel safe doing what you are
doing? Do the other people involved feel
safe? Is it safe?
2. Consent. Is what you are doing what you are
agreed to? Is what you are doing what others
have agreed to? Is it within the content limits
of the game that everyone agreed to?
3. Collaboration. Does what you are doing help
the game and move forward everyone’s story?
Does it enrich the experience of the game and
increase the immersive experience?
Remember, unsafe play is not allowed even if it is
consented to. And even if you think a particular
action might move the story forward, it must be
consented to.

Calibration Signals
We use the calibration signals from The Jackalope
Guide to LARPing Hard and Safe. Please make use
of them. They will be workshopped before the
event.
These include the OK Check-In, Bowing Out,
Blocking, and verbal signals such as Cut/Break
and Hold.

Sanctuary space
A sanctuary space will be setup away apart from
the main game area with water and first aid, with
a safety staff member available. If you need to

In the main game space, we will use a consent
and negotiated system for violence and physical
altercations.
There are no rounds, no freezing of time, no
specific rules. Instead, these rules emphasize that
violence is an interaction between those involved.
Violence is dialogue, and weapons and situations
are tools for assisting that dialogue. Violence is
something that changes or moves forward the
story, rather than being a mechanical competition
between two sides.
We also handle violence as immersively as
possible. You will see stage-fighting and fake
weapons being used at the game. You are
encouraged to embody the violent action safely
and within everyone’s limits, in a negotiated
fashion.
You are allowed to have other physical
interactions with your fellow players as well - you
can engage in romantic and intimate contact such
as hugging or kissing, if everyone consents and it
is within our other limits (e.g. no sex, no exposing
genitals).
Remember: Any physical contact requires explicit
consent and negotiation. Period. And consent can
be revoked at any time with no reason given.

Violence in the main space

or a revelation, sometimes punctuated by actual
verbal exchanges.

Violence is an integral part of the Cyberpunk
universe. On the Edge, life’s cheap, weapons are
common and justice often comes from your own
hands. We want players that are capable and
comfortable with doing so to be able to stagefight, scream and make cool scenes ranging from
fist fights to Mexican stand-offs.

Every step of a fight reveals something about the
situation or the characters involved. Neo climbs
back to his feet in the subway station, showing us
the growing strength within him. The Joker cuts a
swathe of violence through a bank, establishing
his skill for manipulating the psychology of others
into elaborate betrayals. A group of wannabe
vampire hunter kids in Santa Carla stake one of
their targets, and find out they are in way over
their heads.

But all simulated violence must have the explicit
consent of all those involved. It must done safely
and with awareness of your surroundings. It
should try to add to the immersive illusion of the
game.
If at any time in the main game area, a player says
no to violence toward their character, it does not
occur. Period. The player always controls their
physical and emotional experience.

Violence as dialogue
Think back to the great fights, chases and
other outbursts of violence in films and books
you remember. The best ones are not just
demonstrations of martial skill or cold blow by
blow retellings.
If you pay attention, violence in stories is best
when it is a form of dialogue. It is a conversation

When you approach violence, approach it as
a form of story and character development.
Ask what losing or winning shows about your
character. Will you try and stand up to the person
who betrayed you all those years ago? Will you
let someone beat you up because you feel you
have it coming? Will you power through every
weakness you have to survive a gang gauntlet
and prove what you are? I’m thinking about
making bracers with the Sabbat

who wins?
Every violent interaction begins with a
negotiation, starting with, ‘Negotiation, violence’.
Then, all involved players can compare their
combat numbers. Combat numbers are affected

by drugs, training, cybernetic implants and
vweapons available. If you do not see any combat
number modifier on your sheet, assuming your
stating combat number is 1.
The combat number comparison is just a
beginning of a negotiation. Higher combat
numbers mean that one character is indeed
stronger than the other, but you may choose to
lose. Maybe you are outnumbered, maybe you
were surprised. Maybe you want to let your victim
get briefly the better of you so they can run into
all your friends in the next room.

What happens when you lose?
What you choose to have happen. The loser
always controls the effect of the combat on
them. But try to choose a result that creates that
dialogue, reveals more about the characters and
moves the game forward in an interesting and
fun way.

playing it all out
If you feel up for it, you should negotiate to
create some part of the immersive illusion of the
game by playing out the physical actions of the
fight. The result has already been determined, but
you are now playing it out within the world for all
to see.
All stage-fighting should not involved any
actual hitting or violence. Remain aware of your
surroundings, including props, possible obstacles
and other players. Keep it at a regular exciting
but not frantic pace, to keep anyone from getting
hurt. Do not endanger any players, including
yourself. Do not actually throw anyone around, let
them ‘throw themselves’ with you playing it out.
If you aren’t up for a full physical display, you
can dial down the intensity quite a bit while
still conveying what is happening and without
breaking the illusion. You can skip quickly to the
aftermath, quickly pantomiming out the action.
Or you can flee down a dark alley and have the
violence simply implied to have happened.
If you don’t want to play anything out, just
arrange the action to become hidden, or jump to

the end of it very quickly, rather than pausing to
describe to onlookers what is going on.
Make sure you do not use anything that is not
a padded safe prop as a weapon. No projectiles
- such as Nerf darts - should be fired as part of
stage combat.

violence on missions
Violence on missions is handled via actual
physical combat, much like traditional boffer
larp and Nerf wars. Nerf guns will be provided
to characters as part of a mod. The in-game
assumption is that these are ‘clean’ weapons that
will be handed over to be disposed of to your
employer’s after the game is done.
You will be given a deck of wound cards at the
beginning of a mission. These decks describe a
variety of wounds and penalties.
Whenever a character is struck with a bullet or
weapon, they will draw two cards at random from
their envelope and pick whichever one they want
based on the situation and what they would like
to roleplay.
They put the other one back in the envelope
and then roleplay out the one they kept. Once
a card is used, it is no longer placed back in
the date. This means that the chance of a more
severe wound rapidly increases with each violent
encounter.
Removing a wound penalty will require medical
attention, either from a street doc in the main
space or a Trauma Team Inc. extraction, an

expensive proposition.

death
Some characters may eventually die. In all but the
last hour of the game, killed characters will either
be saved by Trauma Team Inc or a street doc.
If a street doc who arrives on the scene is a PC,
everything is negotiable. However, a good rule of
thumb is that if a character has enough in-game
money, a simple currency transaction and they
are back in play after a few minutes of simulated
surgery and healing. If they don’t have enough
money, they lose one of their implants and all
that it does before returning to play.
If they have neither money nor an implant, the
Doc can take an organ or a gland for resale value
at an organ bank. The loss of an organ or gland
– while a good story point – will have no actual
in-game effect on a character other than they will
be “down” and healing, unable to go on missions

immediately If all else fails, the two characters
might agree that the patient just owes the street
doc a significant favor.
No character can die without consent, but we
do not want to penalize people for playing out a
dramatic death and following their instincts.
Players with dead primary characters can come
back as NPCs while trying to have a significantly
different appearance - changing clothes or
wearing a mask. They become another party-goer
or street scum who has wandered into Night’s
Wake. This allows the players of dead characters
to still witness the events of the evening.

Nudity and Intimate
Contact
People at parties, mortal lovers and others may
have intimate and romantic contact during the
rave. Cyberpunk: Night City is not a sexual game,

but romantic and intimate acts in-character are
allowed within limits.
Like all physical roleplay, explicit consent and
negotiation is required, both initially and for
every escalation. This includes even having sexual
interest in another character.
You must get the prior consent of the player to
have that part of your characters’ relationship,
reciprocated or not. If someone declines intimate
contact, do not bring it up again. And consent
to anything can be removed at any time without
explanations given. No means no; maybe
means no; and yes said with anything less than
enthusiasm and clarity is also no.
To ask fo intimate contact, initiate negotiation
with ‘Negotiation, intimacy’. Be explicit as to your
limits. Simulating intimacy can include kissing
and other body contact, but it can also be as
simple as holding each other in a corner or at
arms length. This is a party, and such things may
happen in character.
This is an adult game, and partial nudity is
allowed, but you may not expose your genitalia at
the game. Do not have sex or any activities that
might be considered sex.
Sexual assault is explicitly banned as content,
even with the consent of the participants. As is
any scene that might be reasonably mistaken
for sexual assault by an observer. Show good
judgment.
Poor judgment or ignoring the limits of others
will result in immediate expulsion from the game.

“Stop” is always a signal that consent has been
revoked during intimate scenes, as our game
does not allow sexual assault or sexual violence.

HACKING AND
NETRUNNING
Hacking and netrunning are still part of the
Cyberpunk world of 2036, though full immersive
cyberdecks are a thing of the past outside of
corporate labs.

the data hub program
This is a text-based program that can run on any
machine where the Quest text adventure engine
is installed. and is self-contained. Hacker players
will be given a USB drive containing the file to run
on whatever machine they choose to provide, or
on public data terminals within the game space.
Hacker players are encouraged to bring their own
laptops or netbooks, decorated as appropriate
cyberdecks.
You can use the Hub program to explore and
hack into some of the more basic hubs around
the Market to search for information. Feel free to
do so at your own pace.

hacking software
Each character starts with a suite of hacking
programs and defensive tools, that will be
explained inside the program. Software upgrades
may be on sale at the market, discovered during
missions or stolen from the Net.
In its most basic form, players will use Pulse to
crack passwords and encrypted programs, and
can choose either to use Icebreaker or Worm on
any firewalls they encounter. Icebreaker is faster,
but more risky. Each time they attempt to crack
a password or break a firewall, there is a chance
that Counter Intrusion programs will detect them
and attack back.
If players are not able to avoid those attacks

influence cards
Influence cards are representations of the abstract
pull that various characters with throughout
Night City. They can represent any combination
of fame, contacts, favors owed and street cred.
Influence can be spent during missions or
before to modify the challenge or outcome in
the player’s favor. The use of the cards can be
improvised - an NPC bouncer might be convinced
to look the other way if you say want them and
you hand over the card; or it can be a set cost
outlined in the mission.
Sometimes, you will be given an opportunity to
spend influence for other reasons in the main
game space to alter a situation or help with a
mission beforehand.

(usually by resetting their IP addresses) then they
could suffer consequences ranging from being
booted and locked out of the net, to having some
of their software destroyed, to being stunned by
an electric shock, or being knocked unconscious
and in critical condition with severe brain trauma
via the limited neural interface on the cyberdeck
devices.
The Net also has other NPC denizens who have
various interactions. Feel free to explore, but be
careful.

RESOURCES
id cards and currency
Every resident of Night City carries their
IdentiCard with them. This combines an electronic
ID card, medical card and a banking card. You
will be given yours at registration. These cards
operate by NFC chips in real life, and can be read
by most mobile phones.
Certain characters will be given phone apps
that can scan your ID or transfer currency. The
currency of Night City is the Eurodollar (E$) or
Eddies.

Some characters come in with considerable
influence and will be given cards at check-in.
Influence can also be a pay-off for completing a
mission or task.

PRACTICALS
Here are the practical details of the event scheduling, food and other details.

COMMUNICATION
We use two venues for online communication a Discord server for chatting and collaborating
with your fellow players; and a Facebook group.
Links to both are available at http://cyberpunk.
jackalope-larp.com/about/how-to-play/
For event questions and details, key staff
members are available on either of those
channels. You can also email the staff at info@
jackalope-larp.com

Check-in and registration will be run at the hotel
or at the game site during Saturday and Friday. A
more detailed schedule will be sent closer to the
event.

MAY 24, 2019
1PM-5PM
Registration Open @ San Antonio Marriot
Northwest
5PM-Midnight
Night City, Preludes @ Airsoft 15

If you need to contact the safety lead about
concerns or to report an incident, they are
available at safety@jackalope-larp.com

MAY 25, 2019

SCHEDULE

Registration @ San Antonio Marriot Northwest

The game consists of two nights of play. Friday
night will be roleplaying scenes from Night City
inside our set – background scenes, improvised
moments, the bits and pieces that make up
your back story and your experience before the
night of the block party. Saturday night will be
the block party Night’s Wake. Saturday night
will be full of music, intrigue, deals, drama and
confrontations.
During the day on Saturday, we’ll be doing
workshops on the mechanics and safety
techniques that will be used Saturday night.

12PM-5PM
12:30PM-2PM
First time player safety workshops @ San Antonio
Marriot Northwest
2PM-2:30PM
Returning player safety refresher workshops
(for previous Jackalope players) @ San Antonio
Marriot Northwest
5PM-12 Midnight
Night City, Night’s Wake @ Airsoft Revolution 15

Locations
The main game location is normally used as an
indoor airsoft arena, though we are completely
redecorating it for our purposes.

Accessibility
Both of our sites are wheelchair accessible. The
event itself strives to be wheelchair friendly
and has many roles that will not require heavy
physical exertion. Some game elements may be
difficult for people with impaired motor skills or
mobility, such as combat missions.
Please communicate any concerns with the game
staff at info@jackalope-larp.com or on Discord.

Hotel
San Antonio Marriot Northwest
3233 Northwest Loop 410
San Antonio, TX 78213
The hotel will be the site of the workshops and
Friday registration.

Game Site
Airsoft Revolution 15
5415 Bandera Rd #510
San Antonio, TX 78238
Airsoft Revolution 15 is situated inside of a
commercial warehouse park and is set far back
from the road. However, Google Maps easily
directs you to the site.

travel between sites
Transportation betweeen the game sites is not
provided by Jackalope or the hotel. However, The
game site is only a short drive from the hotel, and
rideshare services are widely available. Locals are
encouraged to carpool with our visiting guests.
If special considerations are needed for
transportation, please let the staff know.

jackalope-larp.com

